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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hacker, not a researchLooking at systems and breaking themDay job breaking computer systems, banks and insurance, high-level securityArchitect; cities are systemsTo talk about communities, we need to talk about systems and power
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Framing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A caveat and a little framing



• This is explicitly political
• 60 million people die of poverty 

annually
• Oil is going away
• No society has survived catabolic 

collapse
• A one-planet lifestyle looks like Cuba
• Our job is to learn how to be poor 

gracefully
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caveat and framing:- This is politics- 60m die of poverty, blood on our hands- No more oil, no surving a resource depletion event   - 10/20/40, we will see catabolic collapse in our lifetime   - hubris if we think we won't suffer a severe contraction- One planet lifestyle looks like Cuba- Stage for the rest of our talk; learning to be poor gracefully
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Where Are We Starting 
From?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting in



• Cities are power structures
• Better communications and flexible 

value abstraction allows larger power 
structures

• We’re seeing cracks in our 
infrastructure
• The US transport system
• The Euro
• Oil
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
City is a power structure- Single root vs. multimodal, latent vs. active, like any group- Infrastructure is the body of a city- Infrastructure to support cities; people build it to access power- Choices are mediated through power, infra reflects power- Loose vs. tight coupled organizationsBetter communications and flexible value abstractions give larger power structuresStory of the 19th and 20th century; more efficiency in power distributionGrowth is fundamental to capitalismSeeing cracks; reliable becomes unreliable- In US, transport- In EU, Euro- HydrocarbonsWhy is it falling apart?



• Coercive efficiency and pressure to 
grow; privatization of services not risk

• Economic deficit
• Time-scale mismatch
• Capacity deficit
• Colonial deficit
• Environmental deficit
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pressure to grow means new operations and more efficiency- Efficiency is coercive, ranking in power hierarchies, resources- Coercive efficiency for citiesCorporations see growth as opportunity to extract surplus value- Maintenance budges cut until they failNeoliberalism pushes this concept into government- privatisation and divestiture of profitable services, not riskHas led to systematic underinvestment; an economic deficit- Money goes to new infrastructure, not repairing old- Ridiculous in the long run- Maintenance costs predictable, catastrophic failures not- Infrastructure ages; post-war stuff aging out- Requires a long-term perspective, centuriesBusinesses think in quarters, supply chains in hours or daysElected officials in electoral cyclesCivil servants careers at best, maybe 20 years if thatTime-scale mismatch causes failure underestimationInfrastructure over capacity, cannot fixRoads handle more traffic than designedKeeping up financially impossibleLonger-term forcesInfrastructural wealth built on colonialismWe've taken everything worth having from everyone, killed themUsed the money to build thisPretended it was income, not a one-time boonWe're going brokeExternality deficit, unsustainable environmental waste for a long timeInfrastructure designed around assumptions which we now know are falseWe need to not only repair and patch what we have and keep up with capacity,but radically reinvent, but we're out of money, can't see the scope ortime-scale of the problem, and we favor individual gain over social goodBit of a problem
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Understanding Failure



• Simple vs. chained failure
• Connectivity is optimization
• Social complexity and supply chains
• Modern infrastructure is fragile
• Chained failures accelerate
• Conceptual maps
• Diversity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple failures - bridge falls down- Hundreds die, not too bad if you're not on the bridge- Unless it's your food import chainChain failure, modern infrastructure means we're seeing more of them- Occur inside and between systemsConnectivity is a form of optimization- Highly efficient systems often tightly coupled- In electrical grid, allows   - selling power generation across markets  - centralizing generation  - price competition- Spare capacity is inefficiency- Also, lead-time to fix problems- Lead time isn't robustness, just time to fixAs complexity of society increases, so does infrastructure, supply chains- DoD is the largest infrastructural org, great examples  - $.50 diesel, $400 to tank  - Cost per unit of infrastructure vs commodity is 800x  - Half of personnel, third of budgets, 70% of tonnage in deployment is fuelModern infrastructure is heavily optimized, can thus be said to be fragile- When failure timeline is much longer than efficiency gains, centralized, efficient, cheap, and brittle looks good- Banking systems are the worst, leverage magnifies negatives of failure- decade or two of 12% wiped out all profits for the history of bankingChained failures accelerate- Single trigger hits randomly- System tries to adapt, burning through stored resources- Accumulated stress triggers next failure- Resources already gone, second failure is faster- Brings up pressure levels on the next even fasterLarge organizations keep unified conceptual maps even for distributed systems- Allows optimization in design and day to day function- Basic cybernetic management theory- More centralized org, stronger conceptual map- Strong central maps promote efficiency under normal conditions and orderly response to anticipated failures- Make the organization more blind to unanticipated failures- Can sometimes use the map to help find those failures, but not from design mindset- Sharp edges discourage looking past boundariesDiversity another victim of largs orgs- Standardization reduces costs via coordination in org or market- Causes catastrophic failures - potato blight, tropical race four- Diverse environments, stuff fails all the time, less often at once- Because the system is used to failures, well-rehearsed response- Frequent small failures can improve system health
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Six Ways To Die

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding how things fail is hard.Down to earth
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sitting here now; in a serious collapse, six things will kill youCan't fix any of these on your ownSystems that can fix are much largerFour levels of scale,- individual- group (family to village)- organization (large company, region)- nation state
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at hunger- Unless you're a farmer, need working system of exchange- Need state-level currency market- Need to move food; road or rail, fuel market, refineries- If you are a farmer, need rule of law (organization level)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple critical infrastructure map- What each actor needs in the short term- Groups, etc. have their own needs- Not sufficient for long term; this is triage- Most daily work isn't about survival, but can't analyze that- Roadmap for immediate needs- More to it, interconnections between levelsEvery thing on this map needs resilience strategies- Smaller scale, shorter timescale, more individuals can do
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Tools for Understanding 
Failure



• Threat modeling
• Understanding the intent of a system
• Finding cascading failures
• Adaptable – Ushahidi and the Icelandic 

constitution
• Can’t stand alone, but doesn’t need to
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we need a tool to identify failure points- Would like actionable mediations and comparable solutionsConveniently, threat modeling- Methodology to understand how a system fails- Modeling intentions of different actors  - what failure means for each of them  - How the system should respond  - Knowing intended reponse, what happens at each step if it doesn't work?Lets us find cascading failures across apparently unrelated systems- Insight into places where we can buffer against failures- Capture knowledge of what stops system from failingAdaptable to lots of systems- Software at work, also constitution, UshahidiThreat modeling can't stand alone, doesn't need to- Supply chains efficiency tools, resource need tools, etc.



• Finding the shape of failure
• The electrical grid
• Supply chain
• Financial system

• Designing the shape of failure
• Infrastructure is a tool for social 

enforcement
• Resilience gives us social options
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Threat modeling shows the "shape" of failure- Need vernacular language for large systems failure- Electrical grid has one feel to its failures  - Classic example of progressive overloading of links- Supply shain feels different; shifting delays, other branches back up- Financial crisis is a mix, plus disinformation, fluctuations in perceived stabilityThreat modeling may let us design systems so shape of failure can be managed at human level- Scale is critical to resilient systems, especially with large resource shifts- Large systems require stead streams- Repair at the nation state is a disaster for individuals- Repair at individuals means each failure affects fewer, social resources- Our humanity is our ultimate resilienceInfrastructure is a tool for social enforcement- Decentralized systems that mirror weak power structures bad at enforcement- To empower small groups, must fight not only institutional tendencies of large orgs but direct interestsSystems will fail; resilience isn't just about technical options- gives us social options other than obesiance, makes us equal partners
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Understanding Soft 
Infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let's look at soft infrastructure



• A huge variety of forms
• Smart grids
• Foursquare
• Monitoring systems

• Infrastructure exhibits behavior
• Soft infrastructure embodies it
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Huge variety of forms on a spectrum from edge of hard infrastructure to social- smart grids to give real-time info on power draw, load-shedding- Yelp or foursquare to change how people interact with city context, find resources- In the middle, range of monitoring systems - security apparatus, air qualityAll infrastructure exhibits behaviour patterns; processes and procedures- Soft infrastructure moves behaviour into the system, embodies it- Not only rote procedure but adaptive behaviour, change over time- Behaviour and memory are formalized- Can be good, radically altruistic- Can be bad, rules applied without mercy or appeal- Soft systems also reflect and enforce power structures, but actively- Has the benefit of omnipresence
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Understanding Networks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To understand soft systems, understand networks



• Decentralized structures
• Networks are a culture
• Anonymous, not Facebook
• Networks scale very well
• Openness is a core feature
• Can’t change fixed physical costs
• Can impact resilience
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decentralized structures- Not always obvious how different this is, how core to conceptual structure- On a proper network, any node is as important as any other node- Very different from traditional organization structures, most disruptive feature- Seperability is a key property of decentralizationNetworks are a culture as much as a technical system- Culture mirrors anti-hierarchy- Frequently here institutions trying to deal with Internet changes   - "Use the Internet to enable our institution"   - Internet doesn't enable institutions; has no use for them unless they reflect it   - Internet eviscerates institutions, takes what it needs from guts, recreates   - Old institutional boundaries are casualties in this   - Not a value judgement, just isIf you need a model or internet-native organization, not CIA-astroturfed facebook regardless of real impact, or twitter with culture of modern celebrity- Look at Anonymous; leaderless, aimless amorphous hacker vigilantes- Not all this abrasive, but core nature- lack of fixed organization- membership via participation- unknowable except through actions- transmitted like a memetic infection more than coherent growthSize is interesting for networks; scale very well- thousand to million is massive investment and redesign for hard infrastructure- for a network, a few tweaks, a weekend- decentralization means few layers of hierarchy, decisions in immediate, transparent, often automated fashion means less overheadOpenness is a core network feature, part of decentralization- If every node is a true peer, no reason for a node to be privileged- In software world, when decentralization happens, billion to hundred million- Growth of the internet has hidden thisJust moving to a network won't change the math on something like a power grid- fixed energy costs, already semi-decentralized- enables things like microgeneration (already seeing)- without loss of efficiency except physical- Critical, decentralization gives seperability- Impacts resilience, changing scale problems can be fixed at- Soft systems around ownership can boost efficiency; car sharing- Soft systems let us use hard systems in new ways by solving coordination



• Networks are a new power structure
• Resisted and co-opted by neoliberalism
• Tools for corporate value capture
• DNS, SSL, DRM, Twitter and Facebook
• Single points of failure
• Value capture is inefficiency
• Differential privacy
• The Internet is starting to react
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Networks are a new kind of power structure- worth of network exceeds worth of nodes, no single owner- value of a node is its participation, not position or status- Still just understanding their power- Between Pirate Bay and Wikileaks, we know what a file server isHeavily resisted and coopted by neoliberalism- recent history of internet is all about neoliberalization- industrial revolution of internetCorporate capture of value from hard infrastructures- reshaping internet as a tool for value capture;- trying to do same with soft infrastructureTools for capture- imposition of hierarchy of control and inequality- clients and servers- No reason my phone shouldn't serve data to other phones- but that would make it harder to justify value capture by phone companyDomain name system is the same thing- not an original part of internet, successful capture of value- SSL certificates- DRM- Twitter and facebook- degrade the value of the network directly and indirectlyCentralized systems are single points of failures, unacceptable risk- entrust your entire cultural legacy to drm media   - when that company goes bankrupt and falls offline, lose it- trust your namespace to a centralized system, get censored- trust a company with your security, risk compromise; trust betrayed for    moneyValue capture makes networks less efficient- inclusive open scientific movement like DIY bio vs. internet paywalls for  journalsDifferential privacy problem is value capture- scale difference betwen entity like facebook and user- one person's data only worth anything to them- data of a hundred million is valuable- only users who have lots of resources could exploit them- value differential is corrosive for network  - makes it less free as large entities exploit information systems  - can happen in a purely peer to peer network  - solved by engineering in privacyInternet as a cultural entity is starting to reactInfrastructure moves more slowly than internet, even soft infrastructure- more subject to value capture and imposition of power hierarchies- critical this is avoided



• Financial crisis hits governments
• Big Society devolution
• A network-organized solution needs 

authority and resources
• Side-benefits – breaking distribution 

chains
• Only as much hierarchy as the problem
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Financial crisis hits governments- corporations decide they can't profit from them- push government to stop providing them- government can't be seen to stop cold, so logic of devolution  - "Big Society"- almost transparent spin  - rich capture government, no meaningful taxes, left with austerityNetwork-organized groups can function and create lasting value; can they fix this?- Only if resources and authority devolve with responsibility- Government would love to devolve only responsibility  - recapature authority for functional replacements  - impose power hierarchy, capture value, break system- infrastructure must resist this in fundamental designInfrastructure evolved to replace government service must reclaim resources- citizen-run pharmacy could work with global DIY bio movement- break drug company patents and manufacture drugs in distributed fashion- destroy value of big pharma- crowdsourcing ensures knowledge is commonly available- hard to reassert authority- regulation might be preferable, not possible in example- replacement may not be what is intended- once change is in motion, not under central control- Devolution is revolutionary or at least insurrectionarySide benefits - breaks up long distribution chain- system failure can be fixed at lower level- no value capture means affinity and mutual aid can exist- open distribution network means you can just give out medicine sometimes- personal scale means that commons maintained by traditional social linksTo replace existing systems, you need only as much hierarchy as the flattest version of the problem- doesn't need to support value extraction or power enforcement, can be flatter



• Cheap sensors allow APIs for objects
• API contract enforcement
• Vernacular infrastructure
• Decreasing the footprint of soft 

infrastructure
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cheap sensors give APIs for physical objects- spimes, internet of things- API contract enforcement is more interesting- for a bottom-up grid, the neighbors of a house talk about power output quality- no single central gatekeeper, but the system as a whole can make statements about each memberCombination of network-as-power structure and API contracts gives vernacular soft infrastructure- emerges bottom up, like vernacular architecture- owned by everyone, controlled by no-one- logic of network allows efficiency, appropriate redundancy, resilience, quality control- networks distributes knowledge about how to be part of it- trust emerges from the network, not a central authorityIf we're lucky, we can decrease soft infrastructure footprint- stay viable even as hard infrastructure undergoes profound contraction- may not be any other way to retain what matters to us in the world
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Good Luck.
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